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ABSTRACT 
    In this paper, we have discussed fuzzification of elliptic partial differential equation taking Poisson Equation 
in two dimensions are discussed. The interval of fuzzy interval can be determined. Finite difference method 
applied of two different grids using five points, first for initial values and the second to solve Poisson equation 
numerically.    
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1 – Introduction 
   The concept of Fuzzy differential equation was first introduced by Chang Zadeh [10]. Dubois and Prade[5] has 
given extension principle. Raphel and Mhassin [8,9], used five points in regular domain. Here implementing 
five-points for finite difference method to solve Poisson equation in two variables numerically, then fuzzified. 
 
2- Definitions 
   A triangular Fuzzy number    is defined by three real numbers with base as the interval  ],[ ca and b as the 







































The   cuts are defined by  )())(( abaL    and )())(( cbcR   . 
A triangular Fuzzy number f   is defined by three real numbers with base as the interval  ],[ ca ff and bf  as 












































   
The   cuts are for the function  defined by  )())(( abaL fff    and )())(( cbcR fff   . 
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2.1 Finite difference using to solve Poisson equation  
 
 Poisson equation in two variables is defined by 
 
                  ),(),(),( yxfyxuyxu yyxx                                                 (1) 
 
This equation is encountered in many application, fluid mechanics, study state , electrostatics, mass transfer, and 
for other areas of mechanics and physics. Replacing xxu   and  yyu  by the central difference formula the value of  
),( ji xxu  at any mesh point is the arithmetic mean of the values at four neighboring mesh to the left, right, 
above and below which is called standard five points formula Fig.1, use for finding the initial data respectively 
as follows, replacing  xxu  and yyu  by finite difference method  
 




















Then  (1) becomes 
 















,1,,1 22                                                                                  (2) 
Here we will take kh   in the square mesh, the value of jiu , at any point is the arithmetic mean of its values at 
the four neighboring mesh points to the left, right, above, and below, then  
         
 jijijijijiji fhuuuuu ,21,1,,1,1,
4
1
                                                                                       (3) 
 
Which is called Standard Five Points Formula  (SFPF) as in Fig.1, Or 
 
        
 jijijijijiji fhuuuuu ,21,11,11,11,1, 2
4
1
                                                                              (4) 
Which is called Diagonally Five Points Formula (DFPF) as  in Fig.2.[young], we will use (4) wherever 
necessary. 
 
3. Application of Fuzzy interval in Poisson Equation  
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From 1c  to  16c  represents the boundary conditions of the square mesh with fuzzy interval as in table 1.  
                                                                        









The interior points due to the square grid are 1u  to 9u . 
Now to find the initial value of  
)0(










5 fhccccu     
                                                                                              (5)
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 Where 16,,2,1 i . Then from equation (6) we have 
 
 3,12,11,11 ;;)( lllc    3,22,21,22 ;;)( lllc    3,32,31,33 ;;)( lllc    3,42,41,44 ;;)( lllc   
 3,52,51,55 ;;)( lllc    3,62,61,66 ;;)( lllc    3,72,71,77 ;;)( lllc    3,82,81,88 ;;)( lllc   
 3,92,91,99 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,102,101,1010 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,112,111,1111 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,122,121,1212 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,132,131,1313 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,142,141,1414 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,152,151,1515 ;;)( lllc 
 
 3,162,161,1616 ;;)( lllc 
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     







 . Hence  f.m.f. for   
)0(
5u  is 
 


























































                                                                              (7)  
Where ]1,0[ . 
But to find the initial values of 1u , 3u , 9u  and 7u   using five points diagonally  (DFPF) i.e. equation (4), and 
to find The initial values of 2u , 6u , 8u and 4u  by (SFPF) i.e. equation (3).The initial value of 
)0(
1u  we use 
equation (4) the interval of confidence 
 


































u                                (8)
 
Hence  f.m.f. for   























































  )(),()( 3,12,13,11,12,11,1
)(
1 llllllc 
 .   
As well, cuts  of 3c , 15c , and 
)0(
5u are   




































So the interval of confidence of 
)0(
1u  is  
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  ,    solve for   
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Hence f.m.f. for 
)0(
1u  is  






















































                                                                            (9) 
This process also for 3u , 9u and 7u . In a similar way we evaluate 2u , 6u , 8u  and 4u , for 
)0(
2u we find the  






1u we get 
 




















































































































Next successive approximations with their f.m.f. as required be obtain from previous approximations and 
specified boundary conditions. 
 
 
4. Numerical example 
    Let us consider the Poisson equation 
                          
422 )(2)()(  eyxuu yyxx                                                                                           (11) 
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   In the domain 40,40  yx  with boundary conditions corresponding to the points shown in table -2-. 
 















Leibmann's  process will be applied to solve equation (12). 
Solution: 
   The boundary conditions are given,  the initial values of  9,...,3,2,1iu  may be calculated with the help of 
standard five points and diagonal five points formulas, to get the approximate solution. From the equations (5) 

































































































 294.0,293.0,292.0)()0(5 u                                                                                                                    (12) 











































   001.0001.0,001.0001.0)()(  ic  
for  15,14,13,12,11,10,9,1i and 16c are the same f.m.f.  . 
01 c  293.02 c
 
172.13 c  637.24 c  688.45 c  
016 c
 
1u  2u  3u  637.26 c  
015 c
 
4u  5u  6u  172.17 c  
014 c
 
7u  8u  9u  293.08 c  
013 c
 
012 c  011 c  010 c  09 c  
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   638.2001.0,636.2001.0)()(6  

c ,    173.0001.0,171.0001.0)()(7  

c  and  
 




with ]1,0[ . To find )0(5u  using equation (7) 
Let 










































































4u are respectively. 
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In the following  there are f.m.f of the fifth approximations using nine-points by the method of  Lebmann's  
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   For the given initial values the fourth approximations to solve the above example numerically is very 
significant results in comparison with example solved in [8] using five points only. However may increased the 
accuracy as desired if we take more iterations. As well, using nine-points is more accurate than five points. 
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